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Nils in brief
Nils passion and vision is to use the technology of today to make life easier and better for people with
different disabilities. A world where people with disabilities can live a successful life with the same
chances both in work and private as a person without disabilities.
He has studied Media Technology at KTH; The Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm Sweden.
He has worked as a teacher, reader of talking books for Universities, worked as a dive travel guide and
is an entrepeneur since 25 years. He speaks Swedish, English and Spanish fluently. And masters the
Swedish Sign Language.
The last 10 years his speciality is web accessibility. He developes websites for blind users and also
works as a webeditor specialised in simplifying text for deaf users.
Nils is also mentor for engineering students at the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm.
When he is not working he flyes his airplane and builds another airplane himself.
He has a passion for the sea and travels all over the world diving with scuba gear and rebreathers
photographing underwater. Denise Nils daughter often following him on the adventures!
Nils can be reached at: nils@neducation.se
Professional background
2007- Teacher/Lecturer at InfoKomp AB. Courses both in classroom and webbased
distancelearning in economics, law the web and english.
2007 - Founded Siteless Group together with friends from elementary school. Developing an ECommerce system for blind users.
2005 - Founded Neducation Media AB. Nils works as a webconsultant and lecturer in the field of
web accessibility. Developer of websites for blind users and as a webeditor simplifying technical text
for deaf users.
He also is a consultant at the Air Traffic Control Centre at Arlanda airport as a simulator pilot for
air traffic controllers training them to keep recurrent.
Reader of talking books at Gramma - Litterature for blind/Vision Impaired University students.
Technical texts. Using the DAISY system that uses structured audio, text and image in a way that
makes it possible to search without chronology.
1997 - Teacher/Consultant: Entrepeneurship, business economics, marketing, financing–calculations.
1993 - 1997 Founded Dyk och Äventyr AB. Dive and Adventure store in Stockholm Sweden;
Manager/Administrator. During this time he was also a dive guide for a dive travel agency.
1990 – 1992 Teacher and manager in his own business: Nils dykutbildning. Scuba diving and
Technical diving courses as well as a Dive Guide to destinations all over the world.
1987 – 1989 Teacher Elementary school
1980 – 1987 Founded together with his brother Lars: Tropic Divers Club in the Maldives.
Divecenters at two major resorts.

